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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MULTI-MERCHANT TOKENIZATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] This invention relates generally to systems and methods for multi-merchant

tokenization of transaction payments. Such systems and methods enable merchants to

increase security for payments and transactions, shifts storage of account information

from central payment processor to the merchant, and provides for more seamless

transactions across groups of related merchants.

[0002] Payment for a transaction, when done electronically, is subject to security

breaches which may compromise sensitive financial data. Further, as point of sales

systems become more advanced, more transactions are performed electronically, and

as hackers become more sophisticated, security concerns are continually increasing.

[0003] In the early days of electronic transactions, dedicated magnetic card readers

would scan a credit card's data and transfer it to a payment service for completion of

the transaction. These communications were typically over a dial connection and

required basic encryption in the reader device in order to maintain security of the

packet.

[0004] Over time, the reader devices have become more advanced, often with

internet connections and data input ports that enable malware to infect point of sales

terminals. Further, as more and more retailers have moved to transfer of data over the

internet, additional security features have been developed.

[0005] Most notably, "tokenization" is a means for replacing sensitive information

with a "token" of data that is non-decryptable by the merchant (requires a third party

decryption). Traditionally, tokenization in transaction payment systems would

include storing the sensitive information at the payment processor in a centralized

database, and supplying back an ID to the merchant. The ID would relate back to the

account data, but if intercepted would not contain any sensitive information. This

enables increased security because the sensitive information only needs to be

transferred between the merchant and the payment service once. However, such prior

systems are not without drawbacks. For example, by centrally locating account

information for a wide variety of businesses, a single breach of security into the

database could compromise a large number of accounts, in these prior systems. This



is a very large risk for payment processors. Additionally, the token returned to the

merchant is typically only redeemable by that merchant in further transactions. As

such, prior tokenization efforts are limited to a single business line.

[0006] Often a merchant may have multiple locations that work together, and as

such current systems may limit these merchants from all relying upon a single token.

Thus, account information has to be input by the varied merchants individually in

order to perform the transaction for a single customer.

[0007] It is therefore apparent that an urgent need exists for systems and methods

for multi merchant tokenization for improved security for transaction payment

processing. Such systems will have the added benefit of decentralizing sensitive

account data in a manner which increases security of user data, while shifting risks

away from the payment service.

SUMMARY

[0008] To achieve the foregoing and in accordance with the present invention,

systems and methods for multi-merchant tokenization are provided. Such systems

and methods enable improved security for transaction payment processing. Such

systems will have the added benefit of decentralizing sensitive account data in a

manner which increases security of user data, while shifting risks away from the

payment service.

[0009] In some embodiments, multi-merchant tokenization may include receiving

a transaction from a point of sale terminal of a merchant, validating the merchant ID

against merchant logs, and generating a token for the transaction. The token includes

a primary account number, expiration, and a group ID. Additionally, the system

provides the primary account number to a payment system and receives a response

back. The response is then output back to the merchant along with the token.

Validation of the merchant ID ensures the merchant is configured for tokenization. In

some embodiments, the transaction is encrypted when it is received. In this case the

system also decrypts the transaction. The system may also encrypt the token.

[0010] The group ID enables only particular merchants to redeem the token. The

system may associate merchants to the group ID. Thus when a token is received from

a merchant, the system may query a database for merchant configuration, and approve



or decline the transaction if the merchant configuration does or does not match the

transaction, respectively. The database may be updated for changes in merchant

configuration.

[001 1] In subsequent transactions, the system may receive the token from a one

point of sale terminal of the merchant. The system validates the merchant ID against

merchant logs and ensures the merchant is configured for tokenization. The token is

decrypted and the group ID is compared to the merchant ID in the merchant logs.

When they match, the primary account number is provided to the payment system for

approval.

[0012] Note that the various features of the present invention described above may

be practiced alone or in combination. These and other features of the present

invention will be described in more detail below in the detailed description of the

invention and in conjunction with the following figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] In order that the present invention may be more clearly ascertained, some

embodiments will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

[0014] Figure 1 is an example schematic block diagram for a system for multi-

merchant tokenization, in accordance with some embodiments;

[0015] Figure 2 is an example schematic block diagram for a more detailed view of

components within the tokenization and payment management system, in accordance

with some embodiments;

[0016] Figure 3 is an example schematic block diagram for the tokenizer

encryption service, in accordance with some embodiments;

[0017] Figure 4 is an example process flow diagram for multi-merchant

tokenization, in accordance with some embodiments;

[0018] Figures 5 -7 are example flowcharts for methods for multi-merchant

tokenization, in accordance with some embodiments;

[0019] Figures 8A and 8B are example schematic block diagrams for mechanisms

for secure transactions, in accordance with some embodiments; and



[0020] Figures 9A and 9B are example illustrations for computer systems

configured to embody the multi-merchant tokenization system, in accordance with

some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[002 1] The present invention will now be described in detail with reference to

several embodiments thereof as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In the

following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of embodiments of the present invention. It will be apparent,

however, to one skilled in the art, that embodiments may be practiced without some or

all of these specific details. In other instances, well known process steps and/or

structures have not been described in detail in order to not unnecessarily obscure the

present invention. The features and advantages of embodiments may be better

understood with reference to the drawings and discussions that follow.

[0022] The following discussion relates to methods and systems for multi-

merchant tokenization in a payment processor. Such systems and methods increase

security for electronic transactions, reduce risks borne by the payment processor, and

allow for seamless multi-merchant transactions without the need to repeatedly collect

user account data.

[0023] Note that the following disclosure includes a series of subsections. These

subsections are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure in any way, and are

merely for the sake of clarity and ease of reading. As such, disclosure in one section

may be equally applied to processes or descriptions of another section if and where

applicable.

[0024] Also note that particular consideration is made to credit card transactions

due to the prevalence of these transactions. Despite this reference to credit cards, the

disclosed systems and methods can apply equally well to any payment methods where

sensitive information is being transferred. This may include debit transactions, gift

card transactions, PayPal transactions, smart card transactions, mobile application

transactions, and the usage of loyalty cards, to name but a few. Effectively, any

circumstance where account numbers, or other sensitive information, is being

transferred may be employed within the scope of the disclosed systems and methods.



I . MULTI-MERCHANT TOKENIZATION SYSTEMS

[0025] To facilitate this discussion, Figures 8A and 8B provide example block

diagrams for methods for securely handling transaction payments, in accordance with

some embodiments. In Figure 8A, the point of sale terminal 102 may collect credit

card information (or other sensitive payment information) and transfer the data

securely to the payment system(s) 106, at 800a. Intermediary in this transaction is a

payment processor which ensures validity of the request, and generates a multi-

merchant token. The payment system(s) 106 returns a transaction response securely

with the token generated by the payment processor to the merchant.

[0026] By relying upon a token, the merchant no longer has to send the credit card

information for subsequent transactions and may instead utilize the token for follow-

up activities. For example, a restaurant may initially run a transaction for the cost of a

meal, and perform a follow-up transaction using the token for processing the tip.

Another example may include recurring transactions for a gym membership. A

retailer may use tokens for returns or price adjustments rather than resending sensitive

transaction information.

[0027] In contrast to current tokenization systems, the presently disclosed systems

and methods transfer a token with a unique makeup (including encrypted card data)

that enables distributed storage of sensitive information, as well as the ability for

multiple merchants to share the token for transactions. This may be of particular use

in franchise or related businesses, where a customer's payment information may be

processed by multiple merchants.

[0028] For example, a customer may purchase a good from location A from a

franchise retailer. The customer then decides to return the item to location B which is

within the same franchise, but may not be owned by the same entity. Instead of

denying the transaction, or re-running the card using the presently disclosed system,

the token may be leveraged to perform the transaction.

[0029] Figure 8B illustrates a schematic block diagram illustrating end to end

(E2E) encryption, at 800b. End to end encryption protects sensitive information from

malware loaded upon a point of sale terminal, and may be employed in conjunction

with multi-merchant tokenization.



[0030] In these systems, the card information is encrypted at the reader head, upon

collection. Thus, the information conveyed from the reader to the rest of the POS

system is already secure. Since the POS system may be infected by malware, this

early encryption ensures that the data remains secure from the very start. While the

currently disclosed systems and methods can be employed with end to end encryption,

this is not a required feature to employ the tokenization disclosed herein.

[003 1] The secure data is then transmitted to the payment system(s) 106, and the

response may be returned in an encrypted format. Since the data is never in the clear,

E2E payment methods ensures added security from potential vulnerability at the point

of sale terminal 102. Further, when utilized in conjunction with multi-merchant

tokens, the system's security is even more robust.

[0032] Turning to Figure 1, an example schematic block diagram for a system for

multi-merchant tokenization is provided, shown generally at 100. In this example

block diagram, a purchaser 101 may be seen interacting with the point of sale terminal

102 in order to pay for a purchase, or otherwise settle a transaction. Typically the

purchaser 101 provides a magnetically stored account number and expiration in the

form of a credit card, but as previously discussed any form of sensitive payment

information may be utilized, in some embodiments.

[0033] The point of sale 102 may include a fixed reader coupled to a terminal, an

integrated cash register system, mobile payment application, or the like. As noted

above, the point of sale terminal 102 may encrypt the collected data at the reader head

in order to ensure security. Alternatively the initial encryption may be performed in

software deeper in the point of sale terminal 102, in some embodiments. Software

encryption, however, increases vulnerability to security breach if the point of sale

terminal 102 has been compromised. Regardless of location of initial encryption, an

encryption protocol may be employed, in some embodiments. This encryption

protocol typically includes a merchant ID, amount for the transaction, passwords and

an encrypted portion. The encrypted potion may be in the following format, in some

embodiments:

<encryption>

<block>

<key>

<serial number>



</encryption>

[0034] Note that while a specific encryption protocol is presented here, alternate

known encryption schemas may be readily employed in alternate embodiments.

[0035] The point of sale terminal 102 may be capable of providing the collected

account information (and other sensitive information) to a payment service(s) 104 in

the tokenization and payment management system 120 (payment processor). This

transfer of data may be performed over the internet or via a dial in connection. The

payment service(s) 104 may include a plurality of systems for receiving the data,

dependent upon transmission mechanism and data type, as will be discussed in greater

detail below. The payment service(s) 104 does an initial check for encryption of the

data. If the received data is not encrypted, it may be transferred immediately to

payment system(s) 106 for transfer of funds, or directly to entities such as Visa,

MasterCard, etc. Payment system(s) 106 may include entities such as Global Card

Bank, for example. However, where encryption is present, and tokenization is

desired, the payment service(s) 104 may transfer the information to a tokenizer

encryption service 110 for processing. The payment service(s) 104 validates the

encrypted block, encrypted key and reader serial number lengths. It also validates the

merchant's ID with a stored database of terminal IDs.

[0036] The tokenizer encryption service 110 validates credentials and identifies

keys for the encrypted data. The tokenizer encryption service 110 may leverage a

data tier 114 populated by analytics 116 system and CRM application(s) in order to

perform validation and identification of keys. The data is then submitted to a

hardware security module 108 for decryption and the generation of a token. The

token includes a primary account number (PAN), a group ID (GID), an expiration

date for the token, and an expiration date for the card.

[0037] In some embodiments, the expiration date of the token may be varied

depending upon if the token is designated as a single use token, or for recurring

transactions (i.e., a subscription). For example, a 1 year and 2 year expiration may be

provided for a single use and recurring token, respectively. This allows for a longer

validity period where the merchant is anticipating reuse of the token, and ensures that

tokens are not stored unnecessarily long for single use tokens.



[0038] The token, which is encrypted, and clear text of the data supplied by the

point of sale terminal 102 are returned to the tokenizer encryption service 110, and

subsequently to the payment service(s) 104. The payment service(s) 104 transfers the

clear text to the payment system(s) 106 for a transaction response. The response is

then provided, along with the token, back to the merchant. The merchant may then

store the encrypted token in a local database for later transactions.

[0039] Unlike current tokenization technology, the PAN (primary account number)

is stored as part of the token, with the merchant, in encrypted form. The merchant

cannot access the PAN without the keys maintained within the hardware security

module 108. Thus, for account information to be compromised, both the merchant

system and the tokenization and payment management system 120 would need to be

breached. In all other known token based systems, the PAN is stored exclusively

upon the payment processor's system, enabling a hacker to collect account

information by breaching a single system.

[0040] Additionally, unlike other token based systems, the present system includes

a GID (group ID) which enables more than one merchant to utilize the token. The

data tier 114 maintains a copy of merchant IDs and correlates them with one or more

GIDs. When a token is supplied to the system during a later transaction, the GID in

the token is compared against the merchant ID listed in the data tier 114. If they

match, then the tokenization and payment management system 120 may process the

token.

[0041] Figure 2 is an example schematic block diagram for a more detailed view of

components within the tokenization and payment management system, in accordance

with some embodiments. In this example block diagram, encrypted data 202 from the

point of sale terminal 102 is seen being delivered to the payment service(s) 104 via

any of a dial access connector 204, internet socket 206 or web services 208. When

data is delivered to the dial access connector 204, it may pass through a dial access

concentrator 210 prior to being provided to a server 214. If data passes through the

internet socket 206 or web services 208, it may be supplied to the server 214.

[0042] In addition to the server 214, other servers may be included, in alternate

embodiments, in order to handle alternate inputs. For example, in embodiments

where gift cards or loyalty cards are being processed, the system may include a gift



card server or loyalty card server. Generally, the system is designed to be scalable to

take any number of payment types, as is desirable for any particular scenario.

[0043] The server 214 determines if token is present and/or if data is encrypted. If

not encrypted and the merchant is not setup for tokenization, the clear text data is

transferred to the payment system(s) 106 (such as Global Card Bank, Visa, etc.) for

approval or declining. Otherwise, if the data includes a token or encrypted data, it

may be provided to the tokenizer encryption service 110, as previously discussed.

[0044] Figure 3 is an example schematic block diagram for the tokenizer

encryption service 110, in accordance with some embodiments. This component may

include two distinct modules: an incoming switch gate logic module 302 and an

encryption service business logic 304. The incoming switch gate logic module 302

may validate credentials of the merchant, and the encryption service business logic

304 may identify keys for the data. The encryption service business logic 304 may

access the data tier 114 and one or more hardware security module 108a and 108b.

More than one hardware security module 108a and 108b may be employed for

redundancy supporting failover and load balance.

[0045] Lastly, Figure 4 is an example process flow diagram for multi-merchant

tokenization system, in accordance with some embodiments. Here it is seen that a

purchaser 101 makes an electronic payment 402 via a point of sale terminal 102. The

transaction request built by the point of sale terminal 102 includes an indication

requesting tokenization, in this example.

[0046] The transaction is submitted to the tokenization and payment management

system 120, in this example, where the transaction data is checked for the token

indicator (at 404). The merchant ID included in the transaction data is also compared

against records to determine if the merchant is configured for tokenization. If the

token indicator is present, and the merchant ID matches the ability to perform

tokenization, then the transaction is set to be routed through tokenization logic, and is

sent to the payment system(s) 106 for authorization (at 406).

[0047] If the merchant ID does not match the token indicator in the transaction,

then a decline is sent back to the merchant (at 408). This is a sanity check that

ensures that both the transaction and merchant configuration are in alignment prior to

approving a transaction. Once the transaction is declined, the merchant may contact



the tokenization and payment management system 120 to confirm correct setup if they

believe the decline was in error.

[0048] If the transaction is approved by the payment system(s) 106, then the

transaction may be sent through the tokenization logic (at 414). In alternate

embodiments, the transaction is sent through the tokenization logic prior to approval

by the payment system(s) 106, and the token is attached to the response by the

payment system(s) 106 regardless of approval status. As noted above, the token

contemplated herein includes the primary account number, token expiration, card (or

account number) expiration, and a group ID.

[0049] Once the token is assembled, it is inserted into a token field in the

transaction response (at 416). The response is provided to the merchant where the

approval is received, and the merchant retains the token instead of the primary

account number.

II. MULTI-MERCHANT TOKENIZATION METHODS

[0050] Now that embodiments of the basic system architecture have been

described, Figure 5 is presented to illustrate one embodiment of a method for multi-

merchant tokenization, shown generally at 500. In this example process, the point of

sale sends a request with the cardholder's data to the server (at 502). The server may

determine if the request includes a recurring frequency element (at 504). If the

request is for a recurring token, logic for a recurring billing token may be utilized (at

508). Alternatively, if the request is for a normal single use token, logic for this token

may be utilized (at 506). Generally, recurring tokens may differ from normal tokens

by having a longer period before they expire.

[0051] Next, the token request is compared against the merchant's setup (as stored

in a database) to make sure that the token request is in alignment to the merchant's

configuration (at 510). If the merchant does not match the token request, the

transaction may be declined (at 512). Otherwise, if there is a match between the

request and the merchant's configuration, the system determines if a token is being

requested (at 514). If no token is requested, the entire tokenization logic may be

bypassed and the system may forward the transaction to the payment system(s) 106

without tokenization (at 520). In alternate embodiments, all transactions will be

processed for a token regardless if a request for tokenization is present. In these



embodiments, merchants that are configured to accept tokens will receive them if they

have submitted a correctly formatted transaction request. In these embodiments, only

if the request is incorrectly formatted will the tokenization process be bypassed or

declined.

[0052] However, if tokenization is requested, the server may request a token (at

516) from the hardware security module 108 based upon the frequency element

(normal or recurring). If the transaction is approved by the card brand (at 518), then

the approval is returned to the merchant (at 524), or is otherwise declined (at 522). In

some embodiments, regardless of transaction approval or decline, the token will be

provided to the merchant along with the transaction response.

[0053] In an alternate method, as shown at 600 of Figure 6, the point of sale

terminal 102 sends a request to the tokenization and payment management system 120

with a token (at 602). The server detects the presence of the token, as well the

frequency element of the token (at 604). The system next determines if the merchant

is set up for tokenization by querying merchant account information (at 606). If the

merchant is not set up for tokenization, the request will be denied (at 610). However,

if the merchant is set up for tokenization, then the system may inquire if the frequency

element is for a recurring token (at 608).

[0054] When a recurring frequency element is present, the server may modify

billing mode for recurring billing transactions (at 612). After this, or if no recurring

element is present, the tokenizer encryption service 110 requests decryption of the

token from the hardware security module 108 to retrieve account numbers, expiration

dates, group ID, and optionally the generation of an updated token (at 614). In some

embodiments, every transaction may include updates of the token. This ensures

tokens never become stale; however, alternate embodiments may keep existing

tokens, or only update upon request, in some cases.

[0055] The decrypted token information is used to get approval from the payment

system(s) 106 (at 616). An approval response (at 618) or declining response (at 610)

may be provided back to the point of sale terminal 102. In cases where the token has

been updated, the new token may accompany the response regardless of if it was

approved. This new token may then be stored within the merchant's system for later

use.



[0056] As previously noted, due to the presence of a group ID within the token, the

system may also undergo a check to determine if the merchant is linked to the group

ID. If so, the merchant is authorized to use the token. If not, the transaction may be

declined.

[0057] Figure 7 provides yet another flow diagram for an embodiment for multi-

merchant tokenization of transactions, shown generally at 700. In this example

process, the point of sale sends an end to end request to the server (at 702). The

server detects the end to end transaction (at 704) and ensures that the merchant is

configured for such transactions by referencing merchant account data (at 706). If the

merchant is not configured for end to end transactions, then the transaction is declined

(at 708). However, if the merchant is set up for end to end transactions, the process

then determines if the initial request is encrypted (at 710). Subsequently, the system

determines if the merchant is configured for tokenization (at 712).

[0058] If the request was not encrypted, or if the merchant is not set up for

tokenization, then the transaction is declined (at 708). However, if the merchant is

configured for tokenization and the request was encrypted, the server modifies the

billing mode (at 714) for recurring transactions (if the transaction is a recurring

event), and the data is decrypted (at 716). The decrypted data is supplied to a

payment system(s) 106 for approval (at 718) and if approved, the data may be

returned to the merchant (at 720). Otherwise the transaction may be declined (at 708).

III. SYSTEM EMBODIMENTS

[0059] Figures 9A and 9B illustrate a Computer System 900, which is suitable for

implementing embodiments of the present invention. Figure 9A shows one possible

physical form of the Computer System 900. Of course, the Computer System 900

may have many physical forms ranging from a printed circuit board, an integrated

circuit, and a small handheld device up to a huge super computer. Computer system

900 may include a Monitor 902, a Display 904, a Housing 906, a Disk Drive 908, a

Keyboard 910, and a Mouse 912. Disk 914 is a computer-readable medium used to

transfer data to and from Computer System 900.

[0060] In addition to the standard desktop, or server, computer system illustrated,

it is fully within the scope of this disclosure that any computer system capable of the

required storage and processing demands would be suitable for embodying the present



invention. This may include tablet devices, smart phones, pin pad devices, and any

other computer devices, whether mobile or even distributed on a network (i.e., cloud

based).

[0061] Figure 9B is an example of a block diagram for Computer System 900.

Attached to System Bus 920 are a wide variety of subsystems. Processor(s) 922 (also

referred to as central processing units, or CPUs) are coupled to storage devices,

including Memory 924. Memory 924 includes random access memory (RAM) and

read-only memory (ROM). As is well known in the art, ROM acts to transfer data

and instructions uni-directionally to the CPU and RAM is used typically to transfer

data and instructions in a bi-directional manner. Both of these types of memories may

include any suitable of the computer-readable media described below. A Fixed Disk

926 may also be coupled bi-directionally to the Processor 922; it provides additional

data storage capacity and may also include any of the computer-readable media

described below. Fixed Disk 926 may be used to store programs, data, and the like

and is typically a secondary storage medium (such as a hard disk) that is slower than

primary storage. It will be appreciated that the information retained within Fixed

Disk 926 may, in appropriate cases, be incorporated in standard fashion as virtual

memory in Memory 924. Removable Disk 914 may take the form of any of the

computer-readable media described below.

[0062] Processor 922 is also coupled to a variety of input/output devices, such as

Display 904, Keyboard 910, Mouse 912 and Speakers 930. In general, an

input/output device may be any of: video displays, track balls, mice, keyboards,

microphones, touch-sensitive displays, transducer card readers, magnetic or paper

tape readers, tablets, styluses, voice or handwriting recognizers, biometrics readers, or

other computers. Processor 922 optionally may be coupled to another computer or

telecommunications network using Network Interface 940. With such a Network

Interface 940, it is contemplated that the Processor 922 might receive information

from the network, or might output information to the network in the course of

performing the above-described multi-merchant tokenization. Furthermore, method

embodiments of the present invention may execute solely upon Processor 922 or may

execute over a network such as the Internet in conjunction with a remote CPU that

shares a portion of the processing.



[0063] In addition, embodiments of the present invention further relate to computer

storage products with a computer-readable medium that have computer code thereon

for performing various computer- implemented operations. The media and computer

code may be those specially designed and constructed for the purposes of the present

invention, or they may be of the kind well known and available to those having skill

in the computer software arts. Examples of computer-readable media include, but are

not limited to: magnetic media such as hard disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape;

optical media such as CD-ROMs and holographic devices; magneto-optical media

such as floptical disks; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and

execute program code, such as application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

programmable logic devices (PLDs) and ROM and RAM devices. Examples of

computer code include machine code, such as produced by a compiler, and files

containing higher level code that are executed by a computer using an interpreter.

[0064] In sum, the present disclosure provides systems and methods for multi-

merchant tokenization. Such systems and methods enable transactions to be

performed in more a secure manner. Account information is stored in tokens upon

merchant systems which eliminates risk for payment processor systems. Further,

through the incorporation of group ID into the token, multiple merchants may be able

to redeem tokens in an unprecedented manner.

[0065] While this invention has been described in terms of several embodiments,

there are alterations, modifications, permutations, and substitute equivalents, which

fall within the scope of this invention.

[0066] It should also be noted that there are many alternative ways of

implementing the methods and systems of the present invention. It is therefore

intended that the following appended claims be interpreted as including all such

alterations, modifications, permutations, and substitute equivalents as fall within the

true spirit and scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for multi-merchant tokenization, useful in conjunction with a

payment system, the method comprising:

receiving a transaction from a point of sale terminal of a merchant,

wherein the transaction includes an account number, an amount, and a

merchant ID;

validating the merchant ID against merchant logs, wherein the

validation ensures the merchant is configured for tokenization;

generate a token for the transaction, wherein the token includes a

primary account number, an expiration, and a group ID;

providing the primary account number to a payment system;

receiving a response from the payment system; and

outputting the response and the token to the merchant.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction is encrypted.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising decrypting the transaction.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the token is encrypted.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the group ID enables only particular

merchants to redeem the token.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising associating merchants to the group

ID.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising querying a database for merchant

configuration.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising declining the transaction if the

merchant configuration does not match the transaction.

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising updating the database for changes

in merchant configuration.



The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving the token from at least one point of sale terminal of the

merchant;

validating the merchant ID against merchant logs, wherein the

validation ensures the merchant is configured for tokenization;

decrypting the token;

comparing the group ID to the merchant ID in the merchant logs;

providing the primary account number to a payment system;

receiving a second response from the payment system; and

outputting the second response to the merchant.

A system for multi-merchant tokenization, useful in conjunction with a

payment system, the system comprising:

a payment service configured to receive a transaction from a point of

sale terminal of a merchant, wherein the transaction includes an account

number, an amount, and a merchant ID;

an encryption service configured to validate the merchant ID against

merchant logs, wherein the validation ensures the merchant is configured for

tokenization; and

a hardware security module configured to generate a token for the

transaction, wherein the token includes a primary account number, an

expiration, and a group ID;

wherein the payment service is further configured to provide the

primary account number to a payment system, receive a response from the

payment system, and output the response and the token to the merchant.

The system of claim 11, wherein the transaction is encrypted.

The system of claim 12, wherein the hardware security module is further

configured to decrypt the transaction.

The system of claim 11, wherein the hardware security module is further

configured to encrypt the token.



15. The system of claim 11, wherein the group ID enables only particular

merchants to redeem the token.

16. The system of claim 15, further comprising a database associating merchants

to the group ID.

17. The system of claim 11, wherein the encryption service is further configured

to query the database for merchant configuration.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the encryption service is further configured

to decline the transaction if the merchant configuration does not match the

transaction.

19. The system of claim 17, further comprising at least one application configured

to update the database for changes in merchant configuration.

20. The system of claim 11, wherein:

the payment service is further configured to receive the token from at

least one point of sale terminal of the merchant;

the encryption service is further configured to validating the merchant

ID against merchant logs, wherein the validation ensures the merchant is

configured for tokenization;

the hardware security module is further configured to decrypting the

token;

the encryption service is further configured to compare the group ID to

the merchant ID in the merchant logs; and

the payment service is further configured to provide the primary

account number to a payment system, receive a second response from the

payment system, and output the second response to the merchant.
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